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One of the most iconic wild equids, the plains zebra occupies a broad region of sub-
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Saharan Africa and exhibits a wide range of phenotypic diversity in stripe patterns
that have been used to classify multiple subspecies. After decades of relative stability, albeit with a loss of at least one recognized subspecies, the total population
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of plains zebras has undergone an approximate 25% decline since 2002. Individuals
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tent to which their appearance is related to demography and/or genetics is unclear.
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with abnormal stripe patterns have been recognized in recent years but the exInvestigating population genetic health and genetic structure are essential for developing effective strategies for plains zebra conservation. We collected DNA from
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140 plains zebra, including seven with abnormal stripe patterns, from nine locations
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and whole genome sequencing (RAD-seq, WGS) libraries to better understand the
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habitat fragmentation is associated with reduced gene flow and increased evidence
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across the range of plains zebra, and analyzed data from restriction site-associated
relationships between population structure, genetic diversity, inbreeding, and abnormal phenotypes. We found that genetic structure did not coincide with described
subspecific variation, but did distinguish geographic regions in which anthropogenic
of inbreeding, especially in certain parts of East Africa. Further, zebras with abnormal
striping exhibited increased levels of inbreeding relative to normally striped individuals from the same populations. Our results point to a genetic cause of stripe pattern
abnormalities, and dramatic evidence of the consequences of habitat fragmentation.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

long distances (up to ~1000 km round trip) in search of resources,
as exemplified by the well-known Serengeti-Mara seasonal migra-

Zebras are perhaps the most well-known and celebrated wild

tion (Maddock, 1979). Over the past several decades, however,

equids, and their iconic stripping patterns have garnered interest

habitat fragmentation and anthropogenic encroachment has led to

for centuries. Plains zebras, Equus quagga, are the most common and

a contraction of their geographic range, constraining local move-

widespread of the three extant species of zebra, historically occu-

ments and migration, and as a consequence, gene flow. This has led

pying grasslands and savanna woodlands across much of southern

to an approximate 25% decline in the species since 2002 (King &

and eastern Africa. They are capable of traveling extraordinarily

Moehlman, 2016). In 2016, the IUCN status of the plains zebra was

Molecular Ecology. 2020;00:1–12.
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F I G U R E 1 Plains zebra population
structure, sampling locations and historic
and current ranges. (a) Sampling locations
are shown in relation to current and
historic distributions with sample sizes
indicated in parentheses. (b) Principal
components analysis (PCA). Data points
are coloured to match the sampling
locations in (a). (c) ADMIXTURE Q plots
from k = 2 to k = 9. The k value with the
lowest cross-validation error (k = 5) is in
bold. The CV error plot can be seen in
Figure S2. Historic range circa 1800 was
drawn based on Hack et al. (2002) and the
current range was made using shape files
downloaded from (IUCN, 2016)

revised from “least concern” to “near threatened”. While plains ze-

remains an active topic of debate (Caro & Stankowich, 2015; Cobb

bras still number approximately 500,000 across their entire range

& Cobb, 2019; Larison et al., 2015; 2015 Ruxton, 2002), the pattern

(King & Moehlman, 2016), many are found in small isolated popu-

of geographic variation in striping and its correlation with environ-

lations. Similar trends pose threats for many species in the modern

mental variation is well substantiated (Larison, Harrigan, Thomassen,

world, and a key challenge for conservation biology is to understand

et al., 2015).

and characterize the potential impact of reduced gene flow and declining population size on phenotype and fitness.

From a genetic perspective, the current status of the plains
zebra raises three questions: (a) What is the current population

Alternating black and white stripes are a feature of all zebra

structure of plains zebras and what natural and anthropogenic

species (plains, mountain, and Grevy's). However, the plains zebra

factors may influence that structure? (b) to what extent does hab-

exhibits remarkable variation in the intensity, colour, and extent

itat fragmentation and reduced movement give rise to potentially

of striping, that has been used to delineate multiple subspecies

detrimental inbreeding? and (c) what are the consequences with

(Groves & Bell, 2004); east African populations exhibit dark well-de-

respect to reduced genetic diversity and phenotype? Here, we ad-

fined stripes that extend fully to distal extremities, and southern

dress these questions by coupling field-based observations across

populations from South Africa have lighter, less well-defined, and

the plains zebra range with biological sampling, genome-wide

“shadow” stripes that taper in the distal extremities. In addition to

sequence data, and measurements of anthropogenic influence

clinal variation in striping, rare individuals exhibit aberrant stripe

to examine population dynamics and genetic diversity. Our work

patterns, described anecdotally as “melanistic” or “spotted” (Caputo

highlights not only genetic, but also the likely phenotypic con-

et al., 2018; Monfort, 1977). Overall, while the function of striping

sequences of anthropogenic habitat fragmentation, and points
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towards strategies to preserve both molecular and morphological

3

2.3 | Data sets

diversity in these charismatic animals.
We created three data sets, one for analysis of population structure,

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS
2.1 | Sample collection and DNA extraction

another for examination of genetic diversity and inbreeding across sampling locations, and one for the purpose of comparing inbreeding in
normally striped and variant zebras. For all data sets, loci with extreme
sequencing depths (<8 and >74) were filtered out as were loci with
extreme departure (p < .0001) from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, and

We collected tissue or blood samples from 140 plains zebras in

genotypes called for fewer than 50% of samples. All filtering was done

nine distinct locations in Africa (Figure 1a, Tables S1 and S2).

using custom python scripts and VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011).

We collected samples from three locations in Namibia, including
Etosha National Park, Mahango National Park, and the adjacent
eastern Caprivi Strip in and around Mudumu National Park (E

2.3.1 | Data set 1

Caprivi). In South Africa we collected samples from HluhluweiMfolozi National Park and Kruger National Park. We collected

For analysis of population structure and FST we applied a strat-

samples from South Luangwa National Park in Zambia, and the

egy to retain the maximum possible number of individuals per site

Laikipia region in Kenya which comprises a collection of small re-

at a reduced set of SNPs having low linkage. We kept individuals

serves and conservancies. We also collected from two locations

typed at >80% of loci and loci typed for >90% of individuals with

in Uganda: Kidepo Valley National Park and Lake Mburo National

a MAF > 0.05, and used pairwise LD pruning in PLINK(Purcell

Park. Among the zebras sampled were seven rare stripe pattern

et al., 2007) with an r2 threshold of 0.1. Relatedness was assessed

variants: four melanistic individuals from Etosha and three spot-

using King 1.4 (Manichaikul et al., 2010) and where there were groups

ted individuals from Mburo. Tissue samples were collected by re-

of full siblings, 2–3 of these were filtered from each group in order

mote biopsy darting using an air powered rifle, and preserved in

to break up the links between them (Anderson & Dunham, 2008;

Qiagen RNALater or AllProtect, and blood samples were collected

Waples & Anderson, 2017). This strategy produced a set of 33,689

in EDTA tubes.

autosomal SNPs genotyped in 107 individuals.

DNA was extracted using the Qiagen DNeasy kit and extracts
quantified using the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). DNA was run on a 1.5% gel and evaluated on a NanoDrop

2.3.2 | Data set 2

Spectrophotometer to assess quality.
To investigate variation among locations in inbreeding via runs of

2.2 | RAD-seq library preparation, sequencing and
variant calling

homozygosity (ROH, data set 2) we removed from the initial data
set any SNP not called for 90% of individuals, and any individual not
called for 90% of loci. This data set consists of 105 individuals genotyped at 163,748 autosomal loci.

We used RAD-seq as a method of genotyping by sequencing. Genomic
DNA was digested with SbfI, and barcoded, multiplexed RAD-seq libraries were prepared as described (Etter et al., 2011). Paired-end

2.3.3 | Data set 3

reads were trimmed with Cutadapt (Martin, 2011), duplicates marked
with Picard (Broad Institute, 2018), and mapped to the horse genome

For the purpose of comparing inbreeding in variant zebras versus nor-

(EquCab2; Wade et al., 2009) with BWA-MEM (Li, 2013).

mally striped zebras we filtered data set 2 to retain only individuals

Mean cumulative read depth was calculated using Samtools

from Etosha and Mburo, the two populations from which we sam-

(Rimmer et al., 2014). We focused on 290 bp surrounding each

pled variants. We then added nine new individuals to this data set

SbfI site, captured by reading from the P1 adapter of each read

(Table S2). These nine individuals were seven variant and two normally

pair (Etter et al., 2011). There are 70,355 SbfI restriction sites in

striped zebras for which WGS sequence was generated as part of a

the horse genome, of which we estimate 8.91% are not present in

separate effort to explore the genetic underpinnings of stripe abnor-

the zebra genome, based on a mean cumulative coverage depth

malities. From the WGS data we selected the same RAD-seq SNPs

of < 1. Thus, we infer that 18,272,030 bp representing 62,686

used for data set 2 and added the information at these loci for these

SbfI sites are covered in our analysis, for which the mean and

additional animals to the Etosha and Mburo zebras included from data

median read depths were 42.2 and 40.6, respectively (Table S1).

set 2. Thus data set 3 includes only RADseq loci from the Etosha and

Variants were called with Platypus (Etter et al., 2011) for all loci

Mburo individuals that were originally sequenced using RAD sequenc-

with a genotype quality score greater than 10, yielding 130,679

ing, and the same RADseq loci for the nine individuals that originally

SNPs with a MAF > 0.05, for an overall frequency of 0.007 SNPs/

had their entire genomes sequenced. Note that data set 3 is the only

site (1 SNP/140 bp).

data set that includes variant zebras.
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2.4 | Population structure and phylogeography

(<50 generations) rather than ancient demographic events (Kirin
et al., 2010; Pemberton et al., 2012). Because choice of parameters

To assess population structure we took two exploratory ap-

used to define an ROH segment can be somewhat arbitrary, our analy-

proaches: principal components analysis (PCA) using the program

ses were carried out with eight different parameter sets on LD-pruned

SNPRelate (Zheng et al., 2012) and a neighbour-joining tree analy-

(VIF threshold = 2, 118,838 SNPs) and unpruned (163,748 SNPs) data

sis using SNPPhylo (Lee et al., 2014) as well as a model-based

separately (Howrigan et al., 2011), varying the window size (500 kb,

maximum likelihood approach with 10-fold cross-validation using

1000 kb), the number of SNPs required to be in a window (50, 100),

ADMIXTURE(Alexander et al., 2009) in order to facilitate an objective

the number of heterozygous SNPs to allow in a homozygous run (0, 2)

estimate of the number of unique genetic units. In addition, we calcu-

and the percentage of overlapping windows required to conclude that

lated Weir and Cockerham weighted FST for each pair of sampling loca-

a SNP lay within a homozygous run (5%, 20%). We allowed for two

tions using VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011) and accepted as significant

missing SNPs in all parameter sets and SNP density was set at a level

any FST value exceeding the upper 95% of a normal distribution with

that matched the average SNP density of each data set. Gaps between

the same mean and standard deviation as the FST distribution. Other

SNPs larger than 1000 kb were not allowed. The remaining parameters

than maintaining our MAF threshold at 0.05 we used the default set-

were PLINK default parameters. Because with our RADseq approach,

ting in SNPhylo of one SNP per LD block which resulted in 9108 SNPs

only 0.7% of the genome was sequenced, rather than present FROH

used in this analysis. In addition, we conducted hierarchical analyses of

(proportion of the genome in ROH) as is conventional, we simply pre-

population structure using PCA and ADMIXTURE in which the south-

sent the total length values (in Mb) that FROH is typically based upon.

ern and eastern groups are assessed separately.

A bootstrapped analysis of variance was used to test for significant

To investigate the relationship between population structure and

differences in total ROH among the sampling locations, adjusting p-val-

geography we utilized a Procrustes transformation (Wang et al., 2010,

ues using the Benjamini-Hochberg method. We assessed the influence

2012) as implemented in the R package vegan (Oksanen et al., 2018).

of population size on inbreeding by running a bootstrapped regression

We rotated the nine centroids of the first two axes of the PCA onto

of the total ROH of each individual on population size based on the

the nine geographic locations (latitude and longitude) from which we

most recent census information we could locate for each population

sampled. We tested the degree and significance of the association be-

(see Table S6 for a summary of population sizes and their sources). We

tween PCA centroids and geographic locations using a Mantel test,

examined genetic diversity within and among populations, calculating

randomly permuting the geographic locations 999 times.

genome wide heterozygosity (as described above using the initial data

We assessed the extent to which anthropogenic impacts might
represent potential barriers to gene flow between our sampling

set) and estimating FIS using data set 2 and a method of moments approach implemented in VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011).

locations by implementing a connectivity analysis in CircuitScape

We compare ROH in melanistic or spotted zebras to normally

(McRae & Beier, 2007; McRae et al., 2008) using the WCS

striped animals within the same populations using bootstrapped t tests.

“Global Human Influence Index” data set (Wildlife Conservation

For Etosha, ROH data from four melanistic were compared to that from

Society, 2005), an integrated measure of human population den-

25 normally striped individuals, and for Mburo, ROH data from three

sity, human access, and infrastructure, mapped onto a 1 km grid.

spotted were compared to that from 14 normally striped individuals.

This approach yields a matrix of pairwise “resistance” values

Genome-wide heterozygosity was obtained by recalling variants

in which each value represents a quantitative estimate of an-

using Freebayes (Garrison & Marth, 2012) and keeping passed, au-

thropogenic barriers between two locations. As implemented in

tosomal variant and nonvariant sites. Loci out of HWE (p < .0001

CircuitScape (McRae & Beier, 2007; McRae et al., 2008), the over-

for any location), individuals not genotyped at 90% of loci and loci

all amount of human influence on a particular region is captured

at extremes of sequencing depth (<8, >74) were removed as were

in a metric that ranges from 0 (no human influence) to 65 (highest

multiallelic sites. Genome wide heterozygosity was calculated for

human influence), that is particularly informative for long-distance

each individual as: Σheterozygous sites ÷ (Σhomozygous refer-

species where multiple anthropogenic factors may contribute to

ence + Σheterozygous + Σhomozygous alternate).

increased resistance to animal movement.

2.5 | Genetic diversity and inbreeding
To assess the potential impact of population size on inbreeding and

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Population structure and phylogeography (data
set 1)

genetic diversity, we measured runs of homozygosity (ROH; Kirin
et al., 2010; Pemberton et al., 2012) in the 114 individuals repre-

We assessed population structure with principal components, neigh-

sented in data sets 2 and 3. Runs of homozygosity (ROH) were as-

bour-joining tree, and model-based (ADMIXTURE) analyses. Our re-

sessed in each individual using the approach implemented in PLINK,

sults were consistent across all three approaches used (Figure 1b,c;

which slides a window of a specified size across the genome. We

Figure S1), with the largest differentiation seen between eastern

used a minimum window size > 1 Mb in order to focus on recent

and southern African sampling locations (Figure 1b, EV1, 6.8%,

|
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Figure 1c, k = 2). Lake Mburo is distinct from the other two east

we observed that population structure, as assessed by pairwise FST

African locations (Figure 1b, EV2, 4.3%, Figure 1c, k = 3), and Etosha

values, is significantly associated with pairwise geographic distance

and Luangwa are the most distinct among the southern locations

(Figure 2a, upper; r = .67, p = .001; Mantel test with 999 permuta-

(Figure 1c, k = 4, k = 5). With ADMIXTURE, cross-validation error is

tions) which suggests that isolation by distance plays a major role in

minimized at k = 5, indicating that this level of clustering is the most

contributing to population structure.

efficient summary of the data (Figure S2). This results in five well

Procrustes analysis showed a significant correlation between

differentiated groups and a less differentiated cluster in the Caprivi

the SNP-based principal component matrix and the geographic dis-

Strip area of Namibia, which includes Mahango and eastern Caprivi.

tance matrix (r = .705, p = .009). However, the relationships between

We also carried out hierarchical analyses with PCA and

geographic and genetic distances within the eastern locations are

ADMIXTURE (Figures S3–S5) in which the southern and east African

qualitatively different from those within the southern populations

groups were analysed separately. Overall, the results support our

(Figure 2b). Geographic coordinates for the six southern groups are

main analyses shown in Figure 1b,c: five genetically well-differen-

dispersed, but their genetic coordinates (PCA centroids) are clus-

tiated groups – Hluhluwe/Kruger, Etosha, Luangwa, Mburo, and

tered. By contrast, geographic coordinates for the three eastern

Laikipia/Kidepo with Mahango and east Caprivi exhibiting less dif-

populations are clustered, but their genetic coordinates are dis-

ferentiation from other southern locations and similar to each other.

persed, especially for Mburo (Figure 2b). These observations are

In pairwise comparisons among the nine sampled locations, FST

consistent with the results from ADMIXTURE (Figure 1a), in which

values varied between 0.054–0.289 (Table S3). Values at the ex-

Mburo represents a unique population that is clearly distinct from

treme end of the distribution (exceeding the 95% confidence inter-

Laikipia and Kidepo despite the proximity of all three locations on

val, FST > 0.15) are found, consistent with the previously discussed

the eastern plateau. In aggregate, these results suggest a significant

results, between eastern and southern locations and between Mburo

barrier to gene flow exists between Mburo and the other two east-

and the other two eastern locations. Notably, Hluhluwe and Kruger

ern locations.

are the only two locations that remain indistinguishable across all

Connectivity analysis indicates that, like FST, pairwise resistance

methods, including the hierarchical analyses (Figures S3–S5). While

values correlate significantly (r = .57, p = .001; Mantel test with 999

both locations lie in South Africa, they are naturally occurring wild

permutations) with geographic distance between each pair of loca-

populations subject only to culling or translocation of animals to

tions (Figure 2a, lower, Table S4). However, resistance values be-

other parks and reserves in South Africa and there had not been any

tween any of the three eastern locations (mean = 27.66, SD = 5.46)

translocations between Hluhluwe and Kruger prior to our sampling

are significantly higher (p = .038 for bootstrapped t test: t = 3.524)

(Druce, 2020; Hack et al., 2002; Le Roux et al., 2017).

than resistance values between any of the six southern locations

Previous classifications based largely on coat and skeletal morphol-

(mean = 15.10, SD = 5.55); comparable, in fact, to resistance values

ogy recognized six subspecies of plains zebra. Ranges of these subspe-

between eastern-southern pairs (mean = 27.02, SD = 6.61). This is

cies are such that four are included in our sampling locations: burchelli,

also apparent when considering outlier values (defined as those with

chapmani, boehmi, and borensis (Groves & Bell, 2004) (Figure S6).

a Cook's distance > 4); two of three east/east resistance values are

We examined our ADMIXTURE, PCA, and neighbour-joining analy-

outliers, versus 1 of 18 east/south values, and 0 of 15 south/south

ses from the perspective of subspecies designations, and noted that

resistance values (red symbols, Figure 2a lower). In fact, anthropo-

those designations do not correspond to the genetic results (Figure 1c;

genic barriers to gene flow between eastern locations are remark-

Figure S6). For example, zebras in Luangwa, Mburo and Laikipia are

ably similar to what animals would encounter moving between the

all currently classified as boehmi, yet the zebras in Luangwa are dis-

southern and eastern parts of their range, essentially a large portion

tinct both genetically and with regard to stripe pattern. They also differ

of Africa. Taken together, these findings indicate that plains zebras

from zebras in more southern locations. In contrast, we observed two

from the eastern areas of Mburo, Laikipia, and Kidepo are under-

cases in which zebras currently classified as different subspecies (a)

going demographic processes that are distinct from those in the

Laikipia and Kidepo; and (b) Hluhluwe and Kruger were classifications

southern areas, with resistance to gene flow strongly influenced by

not supported by our genetic analyses. The subspecies borensis, to

anthropogenic barriers.

which the Kidepo zebras currently belong, is at least partly based on
the peculiar tendency to lose their manes over time due to degradation of the tips of the hairs (Figure S6a). Dashed circles in Figure S6b
show an approximate estimate of the groups that we can define based
on genetic work and sampling thus far.

3.2 | Phylogeography and anthropogenic impact

3.3 | Genetic diversity, inbreeding, and
association of inbreeding with disruption of the stripe
phenotype (data set 2)
Plains zebras number approximately 500,000 across their entire
range, but within specific regions population census sizes range
from ~150 in Mahango and Kidepo to >30,000 in Kruger (Table S4).

We examined the relationship between population structure, geog-

To assess the potential impact of population size on inbreeding and

raphy, and anthropogenic impacts using several approaches. First,

genetic diversity (Kirin et al., 2010; Pemberton et al., 2012), we

6
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F I G U R E 2 Relationships between geography, barriers to gene flow, and genetic distance. (a) Scatterplot of linearized FST (upper) and
anthropogenic resistance (lower) as a function of geographic distance between pairs of sample groups, according to the type of pair: east/
east, east/south, or south/south. Red symbols indicate outlier values based on a Cook's distance > 4. (b) Procrustes analysis. Small circles are
the genetic “locations” from the principal components analysis (PCA) shown in Figure 1d rotated onto the geographic locations from which
the samples were collected (large circles). Arrows connect each genetic location (PCA coordinates) to its geographic location

measured runs of homozygosity (ROH) and genome-wide heterozygosity in 105 individuals.

The most striking finding to emerge from our analysis is that individuals from two of the three east Africa locations, Kidepo and

Analyses of ROH with eight different parameter sets indicates

Mburo, exhibit levels of ROH that are significantly different com-

that while the absolute number of ROH segments varies according

pared to individuals from other locations (Figure 3a, Table S5).

to these choices, the pattern of ROH across locations is consistent

Median total length in ROH for Kidepo and Mburo are 188 and

across different parameters (Figure S7). The analysis presented in

158 Mb, respectively, approximately 12 times more of the genome in

Figure 3 uses intermediate parameters without LD pruning, and,

ROH than Etosha and Kruger, the two locations with the lowest total

across all individuals and locations, yields a total of 2644 ROH

ROH. In the third eastern region, Laikipia, the median total length in

segments, with a median (IQR) of 11 (5–31.75) segments per in-

ROH is 43 Mb, more similar to, but still twice that observed in south-

dividual. These analyses include only normally striped zebras as

ern locations. Kidepo and Mburo are both geographically isolated at

variants are rare but oversampled in our data set. The distribu-

present (Figure 1a).

tion of segment sizes is consistent with a demography dominated

Across the entire data set, there is a strong correlation (r2 = .92)

by limited population size rather than one dominated by recent

between the number of ROH segments and total ROH length

inbreeding, with 93% of the segments < 5 Mb (median 1.9, IQR

(Figure 3b). However, there are four individuals from Mahango,

1.391–2.648, range 1–20.60; Figure S8). Here we use the gen-

Kruger, Laikipia, and the eastern Caprivi that plot to the right of the

eral term “inbreeding” to refer to excess ROH caused by reduced

main distribution, indicating that total ROH is unusually long for the

population size over many generations, and “recent inbreeding” to

number of ROH segments observed (Figure 3b), and therefore likely

refer to small pedigree loops that yield excessively long ROH seg-

to represent recent inbreeding. Notably, the relationship between

ments and increased interindividual variance of total ROH within a

number of ROH segments and total ROH in individuals from Kidepo

population (Ceballos et al., 2018).

and Mburo is similar to individuals from other locations; indeed,

|
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F I G U R E 3 Inbreeding and genetic
diversity across sampling locations.
(a) Amount of the genome in runs of
homozygosity (MB) at each sampling
location. A bootstrapped ANOVA
model indicated significant differences
among locations p < .0001. Results of
pairwise bootstrapped post-hoc tests
are indicated by the letters over each bar
and in Table S5. (b–d) Number of ROH
segments (b), Average ROH segment size
(c), and Genome wide heterozygosity (d)
plotted as a function of total ROH for
each individual. (e, f) Total ROH (e) and
Genome-wide heterozygosity (f) plotted
as a function of censused population size
for each location, with mean and standard
deviation, both associations are significant
at p < .0001, see Figure S5. Note that all
data comparing populations (a–f) excludes
variants

individuals from Kidepo and Mburo exhibit median ROH segment

(0.0026) and the lowest total length of ROH (3.7 Mb), of the nine

sizes that are intermediate compared to the entire group (Figure 3c).

locations. Recent history and consideration of our population struc-

Thus, elevated levels of total ROH in Kidepo and Mburo may not

ture results provide a likely explanation. Mahango and our eastern

represent very recent inbreeding, and instead are probably caused

Caprivi site lie at opposite ends of the Caprivi strip in northeast-

by the impact of reduced population size over multiple generations.

ern Namibia, in which there has been extensive gene flow from all

Median FIS values across locations range from 0.0105 to 0.3448

of the southern locations sampled (Figure 1a). They have only be-

while median heterozygosity values vary from 0.0018–0.0026

come established as separate and isolated game reserves in the last

(Table S6). Both measures exhibit a similar inter-regional compari-

several decades. Our analysis of population structure (Figure 1b)

son pattern to that observed for total ROH values, with Kidepo and

indicates that neither Mahango nor the eastern Caprivi represents

Mburo having lower heterozygosity and higher FIS than the other

a separate population, and zebras in those populations share large

seven locations. Examining individual values across the entire data

proportions of their genomes with the three other southern popula-

set reveals a strong correlation (r2 = .58), with individuals from the

tions: Kruger/Hluhluwe, Etosha, and Luangwa. Thus, while Mahango

southern populations at one end of the range (low ROH, high hetero-

and the eastern Caprivi exhibit little evidence at present of reduced

zygosity), and individuals from Kidepo and Mburo at the other end

genetic diversity, we expect this will become increasingly apparent

(high ROH, low heterozygosity, Figure 3d).

as the current diversity becomes constrained by isolation and re-

Runs of homozygosity and heterozygosity are both significantly

stricted gene flow. Indeed, one individual in the eastern Caprivi with

associated with population census size (Figure S9) as predicted: loca-

unusually long ROH (Figure 3b,c) is likely to represent an example of

tions in which the population census size is lowest exhibit high levels

recent inbreeding.

of ROH and low heterozygosity (Figure 3e,f). An interesting excep-

We also recovered DNA from seven rare stripe pattern variants:

tion, however, is Mahango and, to a lesser extent, eastern Caprivi.

four melanistic individuals from Etosha and three spotted individuals

Mahango has a census size of 150, but the highest heterozygosity

from Mburo (Figure 4). The terms melanistic and spotted are used
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here to conform with how the phenotypes have been described pre-

As noted earlier, the extent of ROH in normally striped indi-

viously (Caputo et al., 2018; Monfort, 1977; Stacey, 2019), but we

viduals from Mburo is much greater than individuals from Etosha.

note that the underlying abnormalities are likely to represent a dis-

However, comparison of Mburo spotted to Mburo normally striped,

turbance in pattern development rather than perturbations of mela-

and comparison of Etosha melanistic to Etosha striped indicates that

nin synthesis, which affect colour more uniformly. Melanistic zebras

the individuals with aberrant pattern exhibit a greater extent of ROH

exhibit increased density of dark stripes in the torso, with decreased

than normally striped individuals from the same location (Figure 4).

density of dark stripes in their extremities, and have been observed

In Mburo, median (IQR) total length in ROH is 158 (75–164) versus

mostly in southern locations, especially in Namibia and South Africa.

201 (184–216; t = −2.973, p = .003) for normally striped and spot-

Spotted zebras show an interruption of dark stripe formation in

ted variant individuals, respectively, and in Etosha, median (IQR)

regions of the body close to the saddle, and have been observed

total length in ROH is 19.7 (15.3–31.5) versus 28.5 (24.89–32.32;

mostly in eastern Africa, especially Rwanda, Uganda, and Kenya.

t = −1.48, p = .079) for normally striped and melanistic variant in-

Individuals with aberrant patterns are rare, most often observed as

dividuals, respectively. Greater ROH in spotted zebras relative

juveniles or in areas with little or no predation, suggesting that they

to their striped counterparts is apparent for the Mburo sample in

are selected against.

both the number of segments (t = −2.678, p = .007) and average

F I G U R E 4 Inbreeding and genetic diversity in stripe pattern variants. Flanking panels show examples of melanistic (left) and spotted
(right) phenotypes in animals from Etosha and Mburo, respectively. The center panel shows the number of ROH segments (top) and average
ROH segment size (center) plotted as a function of total ROH for normal and stripe pattern variants in Etosha and Mburo, and boxplots of
total ROH in normally striped and variant zebras at the two locations (bottom)
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segment length (t = −2.863, p = .01). In the Etosha sample, greater

sampled in eastern Africa, Mburo and Kidepo, are small, isolated

ROH is apparent in average segment length (t = −4.136, p = .0001),

parks, and drift due to isolation as well elevated levels of inbreeding

but not in segment number (t = 0.249, p = .37; Figure 4). To assess

have probably contribute to the observed genetic differentiation.

whether ROH in the variants was driven by relatedness specifically

Overall, we found anthropogenic barriers to be important contrib-

among these samples, we evaluated relatedness of the melanistic

utors to genetic isolation across the range; resistance to gene flow

and spotted individuals to each other, and to the 105 striped individ-

within the east Africa groups is similar to resistance between eastern

uals described earlier using allele sharing to infer kinship coefficients

and southern groups even though the distances between eastern

(Manichaikul et al., 2010). None of the spotted or melanistic individ-

and southern groups are up to 10-fold greater. In previous studies of

uals are more closely related to each other than they are to striped

Cape buffalo, a species comparable to plains zebra in size, mobility,

individuals from Mburo or Etosha, respectively (Figure S10).

and evidence of historic gene flow, reduced genetic diversity was

We also considered whether the source of the genotype data
used to estimate ROH, WGS versus RAD-seq, might affect these

associated with anthropogenic habitat fragmentation in Kenya and
Uganda (Epps et al., 2013; Heller et al., 2008).

results. In Etosha, data is available from a total of 29 animals, six

Additional factors are probably responsible for the pattern of

from WGS (four melanistic and two normally striped) and 23 from

population structure observed among Mburo, Kidepo, and Laikipia,

RAD-seq. Our analysis reveals that ROH estimated from WGS is

since the latter two groups are more similar to each other while being

no different from ROH estimated from RAD-seq; however, WGS-

clearly separated from Mburo, yet estimates of anthropogenic resis-

estimated ROH in melanistic individuals is significantly greater than

tance between Laikipia and Kidpo are greater than between Mburo

WGS-estimated ROH in normally striped individuals (t = 2.671,

and Kidepo. One possible barrier to gene flow between Mburo

p = .022, Table S7).

and the other two eastern groups is the Victoria Nile, previously
identified as a historic barrier to dispersal in Cape buffalo (Heller

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

et al., 2008). An additional potential barrier could be differences
in timing of seasonal rainfall, since the wettest months in Mburo,
south of the equator, are strikingly different from those in Kidepo

Overall our results indicate there is substantial genetic structure

and Laikipia, which lie north of the equator. Indeed, differences in

in plains zebras that does not correspond with subspecies designa-

the timing of seasonal rainfall in the same regions are thought to

tions, but that does distinguish geographic regions with reduced

contribute to species level divergence in giraffes (Brown et al., 2007;

gene flow, and points to anthropogenic habitat fragmentation as a

Thomassen et al., 2013).

cause of reduced genetic diversity and increased inbreeding. Our

Our conclusions regarding population structure of plains zebra

data also point to a consequence of inbreeding in that rare individu-

differ from those published recently by Pedersen et al. (2018), in

als with stripe pattern abnormalities exhibit increased evidence of

that a component of their work suggested the existence of nine

inbreeding.

distinct geographic units with little inbreeding. Both our work and

Our analysis of genotype distributions and phylogeography re-

that of Pedersen et al. (2018) used a similar density of RAD-seq loci;

veals five distinct genetic units, and a sixth group represented by

however, our work differs from that of Pedersen et al. (2018) in an

Mahango and the eastern Caprivi that is less clearly differentiated

approximate twofold increase in sample size, and a data-driven ana-

from three of the other units. An overall pattern of isolation by

lytic approach. In addition, our data is based on multiple individuals

distance is supported by our data and we observe extensive diver-

from each of nine different locations, whereas the sample used by

gence between southern and eastern African locations. Other un-

Pedersen et al. (2018) is sparse and nonuniformly distributed with

gulates have been found to diverge significantly across this region

regard to geography. Indeed, the authors note that their definition

and to even exhibit suture zones where distinct lineages from pro-

of populations is ad hoc, nonstringent and likely to be refined by

posed Pleistocene savannah refugia come into secondary contact

approaches such as ours.

(Lorenzen et al., 2012)

We agree with Pedersen et al. (2018) that genetic relation-

. The lack of differentiation among southern populations is con-

ships among groups examined do not correspond to commonly

sistent with the historic mobility of plains zebras (Harris et al., 2009;

used subspecific designations (Groves & Bell, 2004). Although

Naidoo et al., 2018), and a relatively stable history of the southern

the usefulness of subspecific designations has been the subject of

African savannahs (Lorenzen et al., 2012; Rowan et al., 2016) which

debate (Mayr, 1982; Phillimore & Owens, 2006), subspecies are a

would have provided opportunities for extensive gene flow and ge-

typical focus of conservation efforts and policy decisions (O’Brien

netic diversity. In recent history the region in which these two parks

& Mayr, 1991), and have traditionally been defined based on geo-

are located was a crossroads of mammal migration spanning multiple

graphic patterns of morphological distinctiveness and intergradation

countries, although fencing has curtailed those migrations substan-

(Mayr, 1982; Mayr & Ashlock, 1991). Although this traditional way of

tially (Bartlam-Brooks et al., 2011; Fynn & Bonyongo, 2011; Naidoo

designating subspecies continues to have utility where genetic data

et al., 2014, 2018; Stoldt et al., 2020).

is lacking (Phillimore & Owens, 2006), it can also lead to uninten-

In contrast, zebra in the eastern African locations exhibit sub-

tional mismanagement or waste of resources as shown in the clas-

stantial genetic isolation from each other. Two of the locations we

sic cases of the dusky seaside sparrow and colonial pocket gopher
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(Avise, 1989). A reclassification of plains zebra subspecies is clearly

(c) coincidence of unlinked deleterious variants whose frequency

in order, and will be critical to effective conservation. However, a de-

is increased by inbreeding; or (d) a direct effect on fitness through

finitive reclassification would be premature without more complete

one of the mechanisms proposed for stripe function (Ruxton, 2002).

genetic sampling, and should take into account not only how genetic

Availability of additional genomic and population-based data will

population structure reflects evolutionary history (Moritz, 1994),

help distinguish among these possibilities and inform strategies to

but also how traits such as stripe pattern, skull and skeletal morphol-

preserve the genetic legacy of this iconic species.

ogy, and life-history traits may be functionally adaptive (Crandall
et al., 2000).

Our work highlights not only genetic, but also phenotypic and
likely fitness consequences of anthropogenic habitat fragmentation

Although the total number of plains zebra is estimated at ~500,000

and population isolation in this highly migratory species. Our find-

(King & Moehlman, 2016), human population pressure and extensive

ings with regard to inbreeding suggest that managing levels of in-

fencing to support smaller wildlife conservancies (Harris et al., 2009;

breeding will be necessary in order to preserve both molecular and

Hayward & Kerley, 2009; Tucker et al., 2018) have led to reduced num-

morphologic diversity in these charismatic animals.

bers in many areas including Mburo and Kidepo, where the census
sizes are approximately 200 and 154, respectively. These dramatic de-
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